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Juan JoseI Arango is an Antioquia, Colombia doctor with postgraduate
studies in Internal Medicine, Cardiology and Interventional Cardiology. For 18 years
he was director of the Cardiovascular Unit and the Clinical Research Institute of
the Valle del Lili Foundation in the city of Cali. In recent years he have been
teaching via YouTube, where he has Spanish-speaking videos on physics,
electrocardiography, economics and other topics. If he isn’t enough of a polymath
for you, Arango has also passionately pursued his hobby of bird photography for
years, and has over 4000 images of his local species hosted on Flickr
www.flickr.com/people/jjarango/. Spending time on your own? Take a cue from
Arango: observing nature is a great diversion and it’s just outside your window.
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Pictured above: The Toko: Cyclops (binocular)
camera, c1956. This unusual subminiature
used 16mm film to produce 10x14mm
exposures. The camera rests on top and
between what are essentially opera glasses,
each half individually adjustable
for focus. While the Cyclops and Teleca (same
camera, different name) tended to be
considered mid- quality image equipment, they
remain collectible. As novel dual-purpose
cameras they are equally adaptable to
watching birds or Measha Brueggergosman.
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PHSC PRESENTS (VIRTUALLY)

Doon Arbus, Talking About Her Mother Diane Arbus

We’re all in the thick of COVID-19, practicing social distancing and self-isolation if we want the virus to become nothing
more than a distant memory. Needless to say, the PHSC will not be hosting live Presents events until all likelihood of
transmission has passed. However, what we can do is bring your attention to fascinating photo-related content on the web
and YouTube.
Since getting down to the Arbus show at the Art Gallery of Ontario is no longer possible (and we’re not exactly sure if it will
be possible at a later date), allow us to present an intriguing video made in 1972 (one year after Arbus’s suicide) featuring
Diane Arbus’s daughter Doon. Doon introduces a lecture her mother delivered to a photography class Arbus was teaching in
Westbeth. The circumstances of the video are rather unusual. After the death of her mother, Doon managed to track down a
student, Iko Narahara, who had taken Diane’s class even though his English was limited. He took a tape recorder to class in
order to later work out what she had said in lecture. He lent the tape to Doon, who had a transcript made.
An unexpected turn is that the transcript of Diane’s words is read by Mariclare Costello. At the time of the video, Costello
was married to Allan Arbus, the estranged husband of Diane and father to Doon. Is this a choice Diane Arbus would have
made? We will never know. As you watch the video, pay attention to Doon’s explanation of how Diane’s privileged upbringing
brought her to the realization that “prohibitions didn’t apply.” And there is nothing more neatly put than Arbus’s explanation (in
Costello’s voice) of the “gap between intention and effect.” Enjoy our virtual presentation as you remain at home. Sorry, we’ll
have to owe you the Oreos.
Masters of Photography, Diane Arbus - mastersof.photography/diane-arbus/

All PHSC presentations in the Burgundy Room of North York Memorial Community Hall in the basement of 5110
Yonge St, Toronto, Ontario are cancelled until further notice. Need info? Check phsc.ca.
PHSC NEWS April, 2020
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THE CYCLE DIARY

BY LORNE SHIELDS and
SONJA PUSHCHAK

One Choice when Travelling During a Crisis
I recently came across an ad that ran in the Toronto
newspapers circa 1918-1920, advertising bicycles as the
best way to avoid the (Spanish) flu. Not long after, an article
posted by a London-based journalist suggested that cycling
today protects healthcare workers better than other
methods of transportation. She urged anyone needing to
travel around London to consider that solitary conveyance.
This made me curious about the extent to which this
message may have been heeded by people faced with the
serious challenges of another pandemic.
The Spanish flu infected 500 million people worldwide,
with a death toll between 17 and 50 million. For North
Americans, it started in January 1918 and wound up around
December 1920. In terms of cycling, the flu made its
appearance after what amounted to a long period of design
experimentation. However, from approximately 1898 to
1901, the smaller local manufacturers of cycles gave way to
large scale makers. These companies seemed to settle upon
a relatively consistent standard: two wheels of identical size,
triangular frame construction and rubber pneumatic tires.
Bicycle styles aside, people had to isolate themselves
then, just the same as we have to practice social distancing
now. At the time, though automobiles were gaining in
popularity, they remained for the most part the
transportation of the privileged. But even for those who
could afford it, confining multiple persons in close proximity
for long trips eventually became something to be avoided.
The bicycle filled that gap for all who needed to get around.
It was cheap by comparison, was practical in terms of
storage, gave its rider the benefit of independence and
required no ferreting out of gas stations. Better yet, as a
manually-powered vehicle, it provided a regular opportunity
for exercise that the generally home-bound needed for
mental and physical well-being. I’m not sure what kind of
moral we should take from having to combat a pandemic
much the same as affected populations one hundred years
ago. Regardless, evidence seems to point to the bicycle as
one means of reducing the angst and concerns of our times.

A couple from the United Kingdom with their BSA
(Birmingham Small Arms Company Limited) safety bicycles,
1918. It was transportation equally popular with both sexes.

Hand-tinted photo of a North American youth with his bicycle,
c1918. The bicycle was widely embraced because it gave
mobility to all age groups and levels in society.

Sources
“In a Global Health Emergency, the Bicycle Shines” by Laura Laker
March 25, 2020, CityLab
Photographs from the collection of Lorne Shields

Nursing staff at a hospital, Lisbrun, Northern Ireland (now a
part of metropolitan Belfast), 1917. Travel by bicycle or on
foot would have been nurses’ main modes of transportation.
Newspaper advertisement, Toronto, 1918.
PHSC NEWS April, 2020
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AD-ING IT UP

Chip Kidd, Appropriated Photography and the Re-photo

Contemporary scholarship often looks at Sherrie
Levine’s appropriation (the action of using something
created by or belonging to another without permission) of
Edward Weston’s photographs as a turning point,
accelerating the debate around photographic authorship.
How easy to forget that Hannah Hoch and John Heartfield
boldly collaged other photographer’s work into shock art fully
decades before. Much of how the modern era has treated
the photograph has questioned what photography is as well
as its ownership, while marvelling at what effect its familiar
fragments, recombined into new images, can have on social
consciousness.
Chip Kidd has built a career on the irrelevance of
answering these questions before putting them to work. At
the forefront of a cultural shift in publishing, conceptual
literature and commercial advertising, Kidd joined the art
department of Knopf Publishing in 1986 as a junior assistant
and by 2002 had designed some 1200 book covers.
Freelancing on the side, he produced jacket designs for
HarpersCollins, Doubleday, Penguin/Putnam and Columbia

University Press. A major collector of Batman memorabilia,
he also acted as editor-at-large at Knopf’s imprint company
Pantheon, supervising the creation of graphic novels.
In a period where interrogating the photograph has gone
hand-in-hand with the rise of stock photo warehousing, rephotography and the proliferation of ‘found’ images at flea
markets and vintage shows; where the value of the novel as
cultural testament has given way to the lightning
consumption of Twitter feeds, Kidd has left an indelible way
of drawing readers to books by inventing provocative visuals
out of cultural ephemera. No surprise if Kidd’s gamechanging contributions are already in the process of being
dissected and appropriated by someone else somewhere, in
the service of transforming the next significant cultural
moment.

Sources
Book One: Work: 1986-2006 by Chip Kidd, 2005
Book Two: Work: 2007-2017 by Chip Kidd, 2018
Judge this by Kidd, Chip, 2015 www.torontopubliclibrary.ca/
detail.jsp?Entt=RDM3342054&R=3342054
PHSC NEWS April, 2020
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THE TORONTO FILE

BY SONJA PUSHCHAK

When it Comes to Contagion, Ignorance isn’t Bliss
If you google pandemics (epidemics that spread outside
of a single region or country), what stands out is not the few
monumental outbreaks to which historians commonly refer.
It is the sheer variety, intensity and frequency of contagious
diseases endured by human civilization throughout history.
The bacterial diseases we know as typhoid, scarlet fever,
anthrax, tuberculosis and bubonic plague have had many
appearances, delivering just as much destruction as the viral
diseases: smallpox, polio, ebola, AIDS, influenzas, and now
COVID-19. In the last few decades, society has been tested
by SARS, MERS, and H1N1. But for outright transmissibility,
COVID-19 seems to be treading the same ground as the
Spanish flu.
With all we have to worry about in this new pandemic,
including coping with the protective restrictions health
professionals prescribe, it’s frankly surprising to see some
baseless claims from past uninformed centuries making a
comeback. The Middle Ages and Early Renaissance saw the
multiple plagues that erupted as punishment for immorality
or a sign that the world was coming to an end. They, of
course, hadn’t the science to determine that the plague was
caused by a bacterium carried by fleas which travelled on the
rats multiplying in the squalid conditions of early European
communities. We do, however, have basic science about
COVID. As a highly communicable virus, the best way to have
it recede is to deny it new hosts by social distancing or
isolation. Yet that hasn’t stopped some in our midst from
posing the virus as divine retribution or a hoax. Suggesting
such a thing diverts people’s attention from doing what’s
necessary to defeat the disease and definitely deflects
blame from the incompetent leadership, political and
otherwise, which allowed it to spread in the first place.
If you think, however, that the current pandemic is the
only one to germinate deniers, denials and poor decisions,
consider the 1919 Stanley Cup. The Spanish flu had already
demonstrated its ferocity with a rising death toll when
managers and owners of the North American leagues
decided to have teams play the entire season. By the
deciding game in the playoffs, many players including the
Canadiens, playing Seattle, had contracted the flu. Their
defenseman, “Bad” Joe Hall, a native of Brandon, Manitoba
and the most penalized player of his era, died. The other
team, the Metropolitans, chose not to accept the Cup by
forfeit but called it a draw. While this might seem like a
gentlemanly outcome, the entire season should have been
postponed by ownership and played later with no suffering
or senseless loss of life. At least sports leagues today have
come to understand that.
A crisis of any era always reveals not only the capacities
but the ethics of persons in charge. As COVID-19 gradually
fades, we should all take a close look at the stunning record
of leadership saviours and failures it leaves in its wake.

A familiar sight, then and now: Alberta Government
Telephone operators in High River wore compulsory masks
during the 1918 Spanish flu epidemic, Glenbow Archives.

American soldiers from Fort Riley, Kansas, ill with Spanish flu
at a emergency hospital ward at Camp Funston c1918.
Soldiers returning home from World War I in Europe caught
the disease, spread it on troop ships, then disembarked in
America, dispersing it through the population.

Notice cancelling public activities highlights Kelowna, B.C.’s
response to 1918 Spanish flu pandemic.
PHSC NEWS April, 2020
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW

BY DAVID BRIDGE

PHSC Labs: Reducing the Need to Touch Your Camera

Your camera’s live view shown on your PC screen using digiCamControl.
PHSC lab staff, sadly contemplating their social
calendars filled with the same “stay at home” scratched in
for weeks, nevertheless had some fun investigating a very
nifty free* software tool with the no-nonsense name,
“digiCamControl.”
As the name implies, the primary job of this application
is to remove your soap-dessicated hands from the camera
and place them on your PC keyboard/mouse. It presents a
well thought out yet full-featured screen that allows you to
control pretty much anything that you can remember how to
use on your camera, albeit through a wired USB connection.
[That is if you can find the
elusive little 10 cm USB
dongle that is unique to
only your model!] Before
releasing the shutter with
your mouse, the software
lets you decide whether
you want the files to land
on your computer, camera
or both. Yes indeed,
simultaneous RAW and
jpeg is supported.
Particularly valuable is
the ability to launch your
DSLR camera’s live view
function in a second
window. Macro shots can

be conveniently manually focussed on the big PC screen
instead of the camera back. If you have dual screens, you
can put the control panel on one and the live view on the
other.
Got more than one camera? This app can support
multiple cams simultaneously so you can switch from your
Canon to Pentax depending on who’s plugged in. Not
possible with your camera maker’s suite.
There are many other features that allow integration with
external software for the coding folks, and a number simple
enough for everyone. The
time-lapse feature is more
fun than trying to set this
up via your camera
menus. We used this
feature to produce the two
hours-in-10 seconds view
of the busy, bustling
thoroughfare outside the
PHSC labs that can be
seen here.

Control Screen for digiCamControl: images, histogram,
controls and a nice little picture of your camera!

*If you find this app
has helped populate a
gaping hole in your
calendar, you can send a
donation to its creator at:
digicamcontrol.com
PHSC NEWS April, 2020
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WEB LINKS

COMPILED BY DAVID BRIDGE

360 Degree Historic Eastman Museum
Mansion Tours
www.eastman.org/360-historic-mansion-tour
Explore George Eastman's historic mansion from
home. Learn more about the various rooms and
George Eastman's life with our audio tour,
available at eastman.oncell.com.
Available Virtual Tours:
Historic Mansion
Kay R. Whitmore Conservation Center
Technology Vault
Historic Landscape
Created by Patrick Beyer of Beyer Video Tours

Rescuing scenic backdrops from Hollywood's
Golden Age, CBS News, February 9, 2020.
www.cbsnews.com/news/rescuing-scenicbackdrops-from-hollywoods-golden-age/
?fbclid=IwAR26j5Uh3wBksAYDeXavx1mni3CBjA1l0
sk4dEGriFIC4qNvhoAJBpGwtC8
They're just paint and canvas, but in Hollywood's
Golden Age, painted backdrops played a vital role
in the magic of movies, creating cities, sunsets, or
anything else a director could imagine.

The Yellow Brick Road of "The Wizard of Oz" (1939) led to a
painted backdrop, MGM.

Art professor Karen Maness appreciates every
brushstroke. "The backdrop is part of extending
the world of the set," she said. "Often times it was
just seen outside windows. But sometimes it even
included the entire world of a set on a sound stage
and creating that environment."

Kenny Rogers … the photographer, Sports &
Entertainment Nashville, Bill Hobbs, posted on
November 28, 2013.
sportsandentertainmentnashville.com/kenny-rogers-thephotographer/
An amateur photographer for most of his adult life, Rogers
began working seriously at it several years ago while living
in California with his then-wife Marianne, a model. He
began shooting portfolio shots for her and some of her
model friends and developing them in a small darkroom in
his home.
Wanting to expand and refine his photographic skills,
Rogers began studying with photographer John Sexton, an
American fine art photographer who specializes in black
and white photographs and who worked as an assistant
and technical consultant to the legendary fine-art
photographer Ansel Adams in the early 1980s.

"The Thumb" by Kenny Rogers.
PHSC NEWS April, 2020
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PHSC PRESENTS
Our former open-to-the-public talks are no longer being held due to the coronavirus. We are currently
in the process of exploring other ways to present photographic topics of historical interest. Check
page 2 as well as below for online offerings. Presentations are subject to change.
TORONTO’S PAST: A LOOK BACK AT SOCIAL
HISTORY AND SIGNIFICANT EVENTS IN
PHOTOGRAPHS
February 19, 2020

Victor D. Caratun will be excavating the photographic
milestones and oddities in Toronto’s extraordinary
history.

LORNE SHIELDS PRESENTS THE COMPELLING
HIDDEN HISTORY OF BIPEDAL TRANSIT
March 18, 2020

Postponed.

DOON ARBUS, TALKING ABOUT HER MOTHER
DIANE ARBUS April, 2020

Click on our link on page 2 to find Doon Arbus’s
tribute to her mother Diane, made one year after
Arbus’s death in 1971. Video features Diane Arbus’s
own words as accompaniment and voiceover for
many of her unparalleled images.

D ear m em bers , f ri en d s a n d s up p o rters :
We h o p e th at yo u an d yo ur l o ved o n es are
w el l , an d m ay th ey s ta y s a f e d uri n g th i s
un p rec ed en ted h eal th c ri s i s .
D ue to s tri c ter CO VI D - 1 9 regul ati o n s
b an n i n g s etti n gs o f 5 i n d i vi d ual s o r m o re,
w e h ave s us p en d ed Th e P H SC P ro gra m m e o f
Gues t Lec tures a t o ur m o n th l y m eeti n gs .
We w i l l return i n F al l 2 0 2 0 w i th a n ew a n d
exc i ti n g P ro gram m e Seas o n , w i th grea t
gues t s p eakers an d a f ew n ew s urp ri s es .
P l eas e s tay s af e.
Cel i o Barreto
P H SC P ro gram m e Co o rd i n ato r

PHSC EVENTS
SPRING FAIR
Sunday, May 31, 2020
TRIDENT HALL

PONE
T
S
O
-P

D-

145 Evans Avenue, Toronto (Etobicoke)
(south of the Gardiner,
east of Islington Avenue)
10:00am to 3:00pm
Admission $7 / Students free / Free parking
Mark Singer - Chairman - fair@phsc.ca

TRUNK SALE

ALL SELLERS AND BUYERS WELCOME !
Sunday, July 12, 2020

TIVE - TENTA
Y BE

ENT MA
THIS EV
DULED
RE-SCHE

TRIDENT HALL 145 Evans Avenue, Toronto
(south of the Gardiner, east of Islington Avenue)
8:00am to 1:00pm - Free admission & parking
Clint Hryhorijiw - Chairman - fair@phsc.ca
Details at www.phsc.ca

PHSC NEWS April, 2020
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Victoria and Albert Museum about transferring a collection
of 600 rare postcards, some photographic and some
illustrated. Because Dingwall was also donating a pair of
valuable Chinese ceramic boxes, a curator in the Far Eastern
Department was sent to pick up the ceramics and the cards.

Dot: Not too weird so far.
Vi: The curator came back with ceramic boxes, three
overstuffed albums of 19th and early 20th century erotica
and a pair of raised eyebrows.

Dot: Hmm.
Vi: The V & A eventually found that Dingwall was a member
of the Society for Psychical Research, a bit of a wacky outfit
that had been in existence since the nineteenth century. Hate
to say it, but Arthur Conan Doyle was also a member.
Dingwall believed in the paranormal but his main hobby was
an interest in human sexual practices.

Dot: Let me guess: repressed British society ostracized him
for his unsavoury inclinations.

VI AND DOT

Vi: Actually, he was made Honorary Assistant Keeper in the

Dot: Ah royalty, Vi. What it wouldn’t be like to be royalty.

Dot: Fascinating in a sticky trench coat sort of way. But

Discuss another kind of
Royal collection.

Culture, manners; only the best taste in the best collections.
The very best jewels, the very best furnishings, the very best
paintings, the very best...

Department of Printed Books at the British Museum with
special authority over the museum’s “Private Case,” a
collection of obscene literature. People at the museum
referred to him as the “British Kinsey” and on casual Fridays
as “Dirty Ding.”
what does this have to do with royalty?

Vi: Dingwall was friends with Stephen Ward, who was

Dot: Really Vi, you can be rather coarse.

friends with the Third Marquess of Milford Haven, otherwise
known as David Mountbatten, first cousin of Prince Philip.
The collection was Mountbatten’s and Dingwall just the gobetween for the transfer. But you were right about one thing.

Vi: Dear Dot, let me tell you a story. And I warn you, it gets a

Dot: What?

touch weird.

Vi: It was the very best pornography.

Vi: Pornography?

Dot: When hasn’t it?

Sources

Vi: A man by the name of E.J. Dingwall approached the

“French Postcards: History Revealed” by Erika Lederman, V&A Blog,
November 2, 2015.

Hand-coloured photograph, c1901, Milford Haven collection
©Victoria and Albert Museum, London.

Gelatin silver print depicting two nudes reclining on a throw
c1910, Milford Haven collection ©Victoria and Albert
Museum, London.
PHSC NEWS April, 2020
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THE CLASSIFIEDS
Camera Shows

Online Exhibits

Now E-Publishing
photographic

CANADIANA
Journal of the Photographic Historical Society of Canada
46

•

Number

1

May

•

June

2020

Photograph courtesy of Lorne Shields

Volume

LONDON SPRING
VINTAGE CAMERA SHOW
Sunday, April 19, 2020
10:00am to 3:00pm
Carling Heights CommunityCentre,
656 Elizabeth Street, London, ON
All fans of film photography are
welcome, especially beginners,
dreamers, hobbyists and students.
We're always looking for good local
dealers, too.
Admission $5 - under 16 free.
Free parking & Great Door Prize Draw
Contact Maureen and Ron Tucker at
519-473-8333 or email
tuckerphoto@rogers.com
londonvintagecamerashow.vpweb.ca

LE D
L
E
C
- CAN

$15.00 CDN

An Historic PHSC Milestone!

-

Online Exhibits

Spremo wasted no time in catching the
unveiling of a new public statue, the
Henry Moore, at Nathan Phillips Square
(Toronto Star).

Picturing Toronto:
The Boris Spremo Story

Myseum of Toronto offers an essay
on Boris Spremo along with a
collection of his images. The
exhibition can be seen at:
http://www.myseumoftoronto.com/
programming/the-boris-spremo-story/

Camera Shows
VANCOUVER CAMERA
SWAP MEET

Black Railway Porters:
The Untold Story of Black Train
Porters in Canada
Myseum of Toronto uncovers an
overlooked piece of Canadian history.
The Canadian Pacific Railway and
Canadian National Railway assumed
the dubious employment practices of
the American Pullman firm, requiring
porters to leave families behind for
weeks at a time. A timely story of the
exploitation of a black workforce. The
full text with images and video can be
seen at:
http://www.myseumoftoronto.com/
programming/black-railway-porters/

Sunday, April 19, 2020
9:00am to 4:00pm
Antique, Vintage, Digital and optics.
Croatian Cultural Centre,
3250 Commerial Drive
16th Avenue, Vancouver, BC.
Contact Tonchi at 604-681-8419

LLE D
E
C
N
- CA

-

Ongoing

The latest Graflex Journal is available
for download at journal.graflex.org.
Plus ongoing calls for articles about
Graflex cameras. Contact Ken Metcalf
at metcalf537@aol.com

Due to the production problems
the entire globe is facing as a result
of the isolation orders in effect, the
Photographic Historical Society of
Canada is no longer able to print,
package and mail the next issue of
the Photographic Canadiana, Vol 46-1.
However, we refuse to be
defeated by our circumstances!
Instead of cancelling the issue, we
are converting our print journal to an
e-journal. You’ll receive the same
great articles and images, with many
more now in colour. You no longer
need to wrestle it out of that cramped
mailbox or tiny slot in your door; it will
be delivered to the convenience of
your email inbox on May 7, 2020.
The Photographic Canadiana, the
journal of the Photographic Historical
Society of Canada, is one of the
benefits of membership in the PHSC.
Published quarterly, subscriptions
can be obtained for a $35 yearly
membership fee. For membership
information, go to phsc.ca.
If you are a member and have
been receiving Photographic
Canadiana by mail, but are unsure of
whether we have your email address,
please contact us at info@phsc.ca as
soon as possible.

LLE D
E
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N
A
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!
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